Abstract: A collection of a nonempty subsets of is called hereditary class if it is closed under hereditary property. In this work, we define and study the notion of some generalizations of -Lindelöf generalized topological spaces with respect to a hereditary class, namely; -Lindelöf hereditary generalized topological spaces. Moreover, investigate basic properties of the concepts, its relation to known concepts and its preservation by functions properties.
Introduction and preliminaries
A lot of attention has been made to study properties of covering in topological spaces, which include open and different kinds of generalized open sets. Furthermore, several authors have introduced the generalization of Lindelöf space separately for many reasons and according to the sets that they are interested in. In this work, we use the notions of generalized topology and hereditary classes introduced by (Császár, 2002) , (Császár, 2005) and (Császár, 2007) , respectively. In order to define some of generalizations of νH-Lindelöf (Qahis, AlJarrah, & Noiri, 2016) , namely; wνH-Lindelöf hereditary-generalized topological spaces. In literature, (Sarsak, 2012) introduced and studied ν-Lindelöf sets in generalized topological spaces. Recently, (Abuage and Kiliçman, 2017) introduced wν-Lindelöf generalized topological spaces. The notion ν-Lindelöfness in term of a hereditary classes was studied by (Qahis et al., 2016) . 
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Lindelöfness and its generalizations are important and interesting concepts in topology. Furthermore, Lindelöf and its generalizations have been done to generalized topological spaces, the earlier generalizations to generalized covering properties is ν-Lindelöf. Recently, the concept of ν-Lindelöfness with respect to hereditary class has been introduced. This paper will introduce and define one of generalizations of ν-Lindelöf; namely, wν-Lindelöf with respect to hereditary class. Some properties and counterexamples are showed. Functions properties are investigated, and we proved that the image of a wνH-Lindelöf under an almost ν-continuous function is wμH-Lindelöf.
The strategy of using generalized topologies and hereditary classes to extend classical topological concepts have been used by many authors such as (e.g, Császár, 2007; Kim & Min, 2012; Ramasamy, Rajamani, & Inthumathi, 2012; Zahran, El-Saady, & Ghareeb, 2012) , among others. Realization of generalized continuous function was introduced by (Császár, 2002) , interesting types of functions in generalized topological spaces have been introduced by many mathematicians, such as Al-Omari and Noiri (2012) , Al-Omari and Noiri (2013) , Min (2009 ), Min (2010a , and Min (2010b) . The purpose of this paper is to study the effect of functions on wνH-Lindelöf generalized topological spaces. We also show that some functions preserve this property. The main result is that the image of a wνH -Lindelöf under an almost ðν; μÞ -continuous function is wμH -Lindelöf.
Suppose a non-empty set Gayathri, PðX G Þ denotes the power set of X G and ν be a non-empty family of PðX G Þ. The symbol ν implies a generalized topology (briefly. GT ) on X G (Császár, 2002) if the empty set 2 ν and U γ 2 ν where γ 2 Ω implies S γ2Ω U γ 2 ν. The pair ðX G ; νÞ is called generalized topological space (briefly. GT S) and we always denote it by GT S ðX G ; νÞ or X G . Each element of GT ν is said to be ν -open set and the complement of ν -open set is called ν -closed set. Let A be a subset of a GT S ðX G ; νÞ, then i ν ðAÞ (resp. c ν ðAÞ) denotes the union of all ν -open sets contained in A (resp. denotes the intersection of all ν À closed sets containing A ), and X G nA denotes the complement of A, c ν ðX G nAÞ ¼ X G nði ν AÞ. Moreover, A is said to be ν -regular open (resp. ν -regular closed) iff A ¼ i ν c ν ðAÞ (resp. A ¼ c ν i ν ðAÞ) (Császár, 2008) . If a set X G 2 ν, then a GT S ðX G ; νÞ is called ν -space (Noiri, 2006) , and will be denoted by a ν -space ðX G ; νÞ or a ν -space X G . X G is said to be quasi-topological space (Császár, 2006) , if the finite intersection of ν -open sets of ν belongs to ν and denoted by QT S ðX G ; νÞ. If β PðX G Þ and 2 β. Then β is called a ν -base (Császár, 2004) 
and we say that ν is generated by B. A GT S ðX G ; νÞ is said to be ν -extremally disconnected (Császár, 2004) Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S, a cover U of a subsets of X G is called ν -open cover if the elements of U are ν -open subsets of X G (Thomas & John, 2012) . A GT S ðX G ; νÞ is said to be ν -Lindelöf (Sarsak, 2012) (resp. wν -Lindelöf (Abuage & Kiliçman, 2017) 
where Λ ν is the union of all ν -open set in X G .
A non-empty family H of subsets of X G is called a hereditary class (Császár, 2007) if A 2 H and B & A imply that B 2 H (Kuratowski., 1933) . Given a generalized topological space ðX G ; νÞ with a hereditary class H, for a subset A of X G , the generalized local function of A with respect to H and ν (Császár, 2007) is defined as follows:
x 2 U and U 2 ν f g; and the following are defined: c (Kuratowski., 1933) . We call ðX G ; ν; HÞ a hereditary generalized topological space and denoted by HGT S X G or simply X G . Let a GT S ðX G ; νÞ, we denoted by H c the hereditary class of countable subsets of X G .
Definition 3.1 (Sarsak, 2012) Let ðX G ; νÞ and A X G . Then a collection U\A : U 2 ν f g is said to be generalized topology on A, and denote by νðAÞ. A GT νðAÞ on A forms a generalized topological subspace of X G , denoted by ðA; νðAÞÞ.
Let ðX G ; ν; HÞ be a HGT S and A X G , AÞ. We denoted by H A the collection H\ðA\Λ ν Þ : H 2 H f g and by ðA; νðAÞÞ the subspace of ðX G ; νÞ on A.
Definition 3.2 (Qahis et al., 2016) Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S and H be a hereditary class on X G . A HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is called νH-Lindelöf or ν-Lindelöf respect to a hereditary class on
Theorem 3.4 (Császár, 2007) Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S and H be a hereditary class on X G
Theorem 3.5 (Császár, 2007) Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S and H be a hereditary class on X G and U be a subset of 
wν-Lindelöf with respect to a hereditary class H
The following concepts give a characterization of wνH -Lindelöf.
Definition 4.1 Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S and H be a hereditary class on X G . A HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is said to be wνH-Lindelöf or nν-Lindelöf respect to a hereditary class on X G if each ν-open cover
Proposition 4.1 A HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is wνH-Lindelöf if and only if every collection
Since X G is wνH -Lindelöf, there is a countable sub-collection X G nF γ n : n 2 N È É such that
It is obviously to show that;
ðX G nU γ n ÞÞÞÞ:
Then,
Which implies that a HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is a wνH -Lindelöf.
Proposition 4.2 Let ðX G ; νÞ be a GT S with a hereditary class H, then ðX G ; νÞ is wν-Lindelöf if and only if ðX G ; ν; H c Þ is wνH c -Lindelöf HGT S.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Sufficiency, suppose ðX G ; ν; H c Þ is wνH c -Lindelöf HGT S. Let
Then by hypothesis, there is a countable sub-collection
This implies that a X G is wν -Lindelöf GT S.
By proposition above, it is clear that a GT S ðX G ; νÞ is wν -Lindelöf if and only if ðX G ; ν; f gÞ is wν f g -Lindelöf HGT S.
Proposition 4.3 A HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is νH-Lindelöf then it is wνH-Lindelöf HGT S.
Since a HGT S ðX G ; ν; HÞ is νH -Lindelöf then there is a countable sub-collection U n : n 2 N f gsuch that
2 H, and the proof is completed.
The converse of above proposition is not true as the following example shows:
Example 4.1 Let R be the real set, choose a 2 R, β ¼ a; x f g: x 2 R; aÞx f g and a hereditary class H ¼ ; R f g. If the GT νðβÞ generated on R by the ν-base β. Then ðR; νðβÞ; HÞ is a HGT S, and for each non-empty ν-open set U of R, we have c ν U ¼ R.
Thus HGT S ðR; νðβÞ; HÞ is wνH-Lindelöf. Now, U ¼ ff0; xg : x 2 Rg is a ν-open cover of R and let 0; x n f g: n 2 N f g be a countable sub-collection of U, it follows that Rnð [ n2N 0; x n f gÞ‚H: Therefore, a HGT S ðR; νðβÞ; HÞ is not νH-Lindelöf.
In the following proposition, we will show that a ν -Lindelöf with respect to hereditary classes is special case of wν -Lindelöf GT S.
Proposition 4.4 Let a GT S ðX G ; νÞ.
(i) ðX G ; νÞ is wν-Lindelöf if and only if ðX G ; ν; H n Þ is νH n -Lindelöf.
(ii) ðX G ; νÞ is wν-Lindelöf if and only if ðX G ; ν; HÞ is νH-Lindelöf with a ν-codense hereditary class H.
Proof. ðiÞ ð)Þ Let ðX G ; νÞ is wν -Lindelöf and
This implies that i ν ðΛ ν n [ 
Which implies that ðX G ; νÞ is wν -Lindelöf GT S.
Proposition 4.5 Let ðX G ; ν; HÞ be a wνH-Lindelöf HGT S and A be a ν-clopen subset of X G . Then ðA; ν A ð Þ; H A Þ is wνðAÞH A -Lindelöf.
is an wνH -Lindelöf space, then there is a countable subfamily U γ n : n 2 N È É [ ðX G nAÞ such that 
This proves that a subset A is an wνðAÞH A -Lindelöf .
Proposition 4.6 Let ðX G ; νÞ be a ν-space and H be a hereditary class on X G . If ðX G ; ν Ã ; HÞ is wν Ã H-Lindelöf then ðX G ; ν; HÞ is wνH-Lindelöf HGT S.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 4.5, since every
In the following example, we show that the converse of Proposition 4.6 is not true.
Example 4.2 Let R be the set of real numbers and
f gbe a hereditary class on R, observe that H is not closed under countable union. A ν-space R is νH-Lindelöf (see. Qahis et al., 2016) so it is wνH-Lindelöf. Now, for each The converse of Proposition 4.6 will be hold if a hereditary class H is closed under countable union as the following:
Proposition 4.7 Let ðX G ; νÞ be a ν-space and a hereditary class H on X G is closed under countable union, then ðX G ; ν Ã ; HÞ is wν Ã H-Lindelöf if and only if ðX G ; ν; HÞ is wνH-Lindelöf HGT S.
Proof. The necessity is obviously by Proposition 4.6. For sufficiency, suppose a ðX G ; ν; HÞ is wνH -Lindelöf and H is closed under countable union. Given U
for some γ x 2 Ω: By Theorem 3.5, there is U γ x 2 ν x and H γ x 2 H such that
Since H is closed under countable union, then
ÞÞ 2 H:
Therefore, ðX G ; ν Ã ; HÞ is wν Ã H -Lindelöf HGT S.
2.1. Function properties on wν-Lindelöf with respect to a hereditary classH attention has been made to study properties of covering in topological topological spaces was introduced by (Császár, 2002) . Let ν and μ be generalized topologies on X G and Y G , respectively. Then a function g : ðX G ; νÞ ! ðY G ; μÞ from a ν -space ðX G ; νÞ into a μ -space ðY G ; μÞ is called ðν; μÞ -continuous iff U 2 μ implies that g À1 ðUÞ 2 ν.
By Lemma 3.6,
Which proves that a HGT S Y G is wμgðHÞ -Lindelöf.
If H ¼ f g in the above Proposition, then we have the following result:
Corollary 4.1 (Abuage & Kilic¸man, 2017) Let g : ðX G ; νÞ ! ðY G ; μÞ be an almost ðν; μÞcontinuous surjection from a ν-space ðX G ; νÞ into a μ-space ðY G ; μÞ, if a ν-space X G is wν-Lindelöf then a μ-space Y G so is. Proposition 4.9 Let ðX G ; νÞ be a submaximal and ν-extremally disconnected ν-space. Then a function g : ðX G ; νÞ ! ðY G ; μÞ is an almost ðν; μÞ-continuous if and only if it is almost ðβ; μÞ-continuous.
Corollary 4.2 Let g : ðX G ; νÞ ! ðY G ; μÞ be an almost ðβ; μÞ-continuous surjection, and H be a hereditary class on X G . If X G is submaximal, ν-extremally disconnected and wνH-Lindelöf ν-space. Then Y G is wμgðHÞ-Lindelöf.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 4.9.
Lemma 4.5 Let a ðX G ; νÞ be a submaximal QT S then every ν-preopen set is ν-open.
Proof. Assume, a subset V is a ν -preopen, then by Proposition 3.11 (Sarsak, 2013 ) V ¼ U\ A for some ν -regular open set U and ν -dense set A of X G . Since ðX G ; νÞ is submaximal QT S, so A is ν -open set of X G and thus V is ν -open set of X G .
Next proposition proves directly, by Lemma 4.5, so the proof omitted. (Al-Omari and Noiri, 2012) , showed that if a function g from a ν -space ðX G ; νÞ into a μ -space ðY G ; μÞ is an almost ðν; μÞ -open and contra ðν; μÞ continuous, then g is almost ðν; μÞ continuous
